Abstract-This note considers softmax parameter estimation when little/no labeled training data is available, but a priori information about the relative geometry of class label log-odds boundaries is available. It is shown that 'data-free' softmax model synthesis corresponds to solving a linear system of parameter equations, wherein desired dominant class log-odds boundaries are encoded via convex polytopes that decompose the input feature space. When solvable, the linear equations yield closedform softmax parameter solution families using class boundary polytope specifications only. This allows softmax parameter learning to be implemented without expensive brute force data sampling and numerical optimization. The linear equations can also be adapted to constrained maximum likelihood estimation in data-sparse settings. Since solutions may also fail to exist for the linear parameter equations derived from certain polytope specifications, it is thus also shown that there exist probabilistic classification problems over m convexly separable classes for which the log-odds boundaries cannot be learned using an mclass softmax model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Softmax models are widely used to describe the 'hybrid' conditional probability of discrete label-based outcomes given some continuous input/feature variable realization [1] . Such probability functions appear across many applications requiring differentiable 'soft-switching' behaviors, such as: probabilistic and neural network classifiers [2] - [4] ; stochastic hybrid dynamical system models [5] , [6] ; semantic sensing models for soft data fusion [7] ; constrained stochastic control and estimation [8] , [9] ; and human decision models [10] - [12] .
Yet, despite the softmax function's wide appeal, it remains surprisingly non-trivial in any domain to directly translate structured prior knowledge of hybrid mappings into softmax model parameters (let alone many other kinds of classifier model parameters, more generally [13] ). Since softmax parameters are typically estimated from labeled training data via multinomial logistic regression [14] , one 'brute force' approach is to simulate large synthetic auxiliary data sets which indirectly capture a priori class structure constraints or knowledge during training. However, this approach does not scale to large input feature spaces (e.g. where constraints may only apply in certain subspaces) or to likelihoods with dynamic class boundaries. Regression is also computationally expensive for large data sets, and prone to overfitting in datasparse settings. Theoretically sound alternatives are therefore needed.
Since softmax models are naturally useful for classification, their parametric model structures can be described geometrically by the probabilistic boundary sets between class labels in the input feature space. In particular, Theorem 3.1 of [12] proved that, given any set of softmax parameters, the resulting log-odds boundaries between class labels always forms a full convex partition of the feature space. This partitioning leads to at most one convex log-odds polytope (CLOP) for each class label i, defining a convex input region where the class i's probability dominates all other classes. This note sheds light on the above modeling issues by examining whether the reverse result holds: given an arbitrary convex decomposition of the input feature space describing a desired set of CLOPs (representing a priori structural information on the featurebased geometric relationships between class labels), is it always possible to find softmax parameters that embed it?
It is shown that desired CLOPs can be directly embedded into softmax parameters whenever solutions to a corresponding system of linear equations exist. If solutions exist, then softmax parameters can be analytically identified or constrained using a priori structural knowledge (e.g. from set constraints that define forward hybrid dynamics [15] , [16] , model space invariants, etc.). Expensive auxiliary data sampling and optimization can thus be avoided for data-free synthesis, and learning can be significantly improved in data-sparse cases. If solutions do not exist, then extended softmax models (i.e. multimodal softmax or hierarchical mixture of expert models) must be used to represent the underlying class boundaries in the same feature space (provided the CLOP specifications are realizable and irredundant). A related consequence of this result is that the true log-odds boundaries for certain convexly separable m−ary probabilistic classification problems are impossible to learn using an m class softmax model, no matter how much training data is available. This could have interesting implications for other learning approaches that try to use a priori knowledge or invariant problem structures, e.g. [17] , [18] , as they do not account for the softmax model's limited representational power. Section II of this note describes technical preliminaries; Section III derives the main results, discusses their practical implications, and demonstrates these via application examples. Extending ideas initially presented in [19] , this note provides significantly more technical depth and focus on the softmax synthesis problem and detailed illustrative examples for discussion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let U ⊆ R n be a continuous input feature space. Let u ∈ U be an input vector realization, and let D be a discrete random variable with possible categorical outcomes {1, ..., m}, conditionally dependent on u. The hybrid conditional probability P (D|u) can be modeled by the softmax function,
where w i ∈ R n and b i ∈ R are vector weight and scalar bias for class label i. Note that u could be more generally replaced by some feature mapping φ(u); the scalar linear potential functions a i = w T i u + b i in the exponential arguments for each i could also be generalized to arbitrary scalar non-linear potential functions of u or φ(u) (as done in Gaussian process classification [2] ). We refer to the input vector as u without loss of generality, and consider only linear potential functions.
Theorem 3.1 of ref. [12] can be summarized as follows: for a given parameter set Θ = {w c , b c } m c=1 of (1), the input space U divides intom ≤ m convex 'probabilistic polytopes', i.e.m convex regions where the conditional probability for one class label dominates all others (such that each class has at most one dominant region). The linear boundaries of these polytopes at different relative probability levels are given by the set of log-odds functions between classes i and j. For P (D = i|u) = P (D = j|u) (not necessarily equal to 0.5), the log-odds boundary between i and j is
This means the (non-unit) normal vector of the linear log-odds hyperplane between classes i and j is given by the difference between the corresponding weight and bias parameters. Given Θ, the convex log-odds polytope (CLOP) for class j is defined by the set of u for which the LHS of (2) is always positive with respect to all other labels i = j. Simple algebraic transformations to Θ can be used to shift, dilate, and rotate the log-odds boundaries within U . Eq. (1) can also be extended to non-convex log-odds polytopes in several different ways. For instance, u could be replaced with non-linear features φ(u). Non-convex log-odds polytopes can also be realized through a union of convex polytopes for a given class label, if softmax category labels can be grouped together as latent 'subclasses' that uniquely map to observable classes of a multimodal softmax (MMS) model [20] . By using a sufficiently large number of subclasses, MMS models can approximate complex class boundaries via piecewise-convex log-odds polytopes. This idea is generalized further with hierarchical mixture of expert (HME) models [14] .
Maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods can be used to estimate Θ from labeled training data [7] . The number of parameters scale linearly with the feature space dimension n. This makes the softmax function (and its extensions) more attractive and computationally tractable than alternative hybrid likelihood models such as unnormalized Gaussian mixtures [8] , [9] , which require many model terms to approximate large volume probability regions in high-dimensional spaces and have O(n 2 ) parametric scaling per model term. However, as detailed in Sec. I, data-driven estimation is not ideal for incorporating a priori knowledge about class boundary properties. Furthermore, while optimization of likelihoods based on (1) is convex [21] , MMS/HME model likelihoods are non-convex, which makes structured Θ estimation more challenging.
III. DATA-FREE SOFTMAX PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Consider the 'data-free softmax synthesis problem': given a set of m discrete class (or subclass) labels with 1-to-1 correspondence to m desired CLOPs in a complete mutually exclusive convex decomposition of input feature space U = R n , find the model parameters Θ that produce log-odds boundaries for the desired CLOPs. The synthesis problem is stated here in its most restrictive form, i.e. with the strong assumption that the desired CLOPs for all m class labels are available without any labeled training data. This is a reasonable starting point in light of Theorem 3.1 of [12] , as it provides valuable insights for weaker forms of the synthesis problem, in which the CLOPs for class labels are only partially specified and/or limited training data is available.
Let B = n T ji , c ji , where, for n ji ∈ R n , c ji ∈ R, and i, j ∈ {1, ..., m}, the relations [n T ji , c ji ]ū = 0 (3) define a set of surface normal parameters describing the desired probabilistic class boundary hyperplanes for the faces of m non-overlapping convex polytopes, which taken together form a complete mutually exclusive convex decomposition of U . Note that n ji is not necessarily a normalized unit vector. Assume w.l.o.g. that these implied polytopes correspond to desired dominance regions for classes i, j ∈ {1, ..., m}, such that the dominance region for j is given by the set of u for which the LHS of (3) is positive for all i. Hence, the relations (3) in B define the hyperplanes at which the desired dominance regions of j and neighboring labels i intersect (i.e. the desired equiprobability level sets). Let S B be the sets of neighboring class labels pairs (i, j) whose CLOP boundaries are in B.
The data-free softmax synthesis problem can then be restated as: find softmax parameters Θ = {w c , b c } m c=1 such that the log-odds boundaries for i, j ∈ {1, ..., m} given by (2) correspond exactly to the specified boundaries in B. Equating the LHS of (3) and (2), T , and the stacked vector of desired polytope boundary surface normal parameters β = [n
T , where v(t) denotes the t th pair of (i, j) class labels in S B for t ∈ {1, ..., N S }. Then, the required system of equations is
where each row of matrix M ∈ R N S (n+1)×m(n+1) performs the required differencing operations on θ ∈ R m(n+1) to obtain β ∈ R N S (n+1) (the non-zero entries of M are only 1 or −1).
Hence, depending on the desired CLOP specifications (B, S B ) → (β, M ), the existence and uniqueness of a solution θ to any instance of the data-free softmax synthesis problem is immediately deduced via the ranks r(M ) of M and r(A) of the augmented matrix A = [M, β]: 1) r(A) = r(M ) ⇔ no exact solutions; 2) r(A) = r(M ) = m(n + 1) ⇔ unique solution; 3) r(A) = r(M ) < m(n + 1) ⇔ infinitely many solutions. Each case is discussed next in more detail, with examples to illustrate the structured synthesis approach for U = R 2 .
A. Case 1: Inconsistent CLOP specifications
This case implies that certain sets of desired CLOPs for m class labels cannot be embedded in θ. Therefore, the data-free softmax synthesis problem does not always have a solution, and the converse of Theorem 3.1 of [12] does not generally hold. But if any Θ produces a convex decomposition of U , why should certain convex decompositions not have any corresponding Θ? One geometric interpretation is that the magnitudes and directions of the desired non-unit hyperplane normals n ji (i.e. the desired probability gradient between classes j and i via ∆w ji and ∆b ji ) must satisfy an internal balancing condition inherent to all 'feasible' softmax models. This follows from dependencies between parameters for any pair i and j, which arise even if the dominant regions for i and j are not neighbors according to S B . Specifically, for a solution θ to exist, it is easy to show that each [∆w ji , ∆b ji ] and specified [n ji , c ji ] must obey a 'loop summation constraint', ∆w jy1 + ∆w y1y2 + ∆w y2y3 + ... + ∆w y h ,i + ∆w ij = 0 ⇒ n jy1 + n y1y2 + n y2y3 + ... + n y h ,i + n ij = 0 (6) where (6) follows from (4), and the indices y r for r = 1, ..., h and 2 < h ≤ m denote any subset of class indices other than i and j (similarly for ∆b ji and c ji ). This is analogous to Kirchoff's votage law, i.e. the sum of differences between class activation potentials (a j and a i ) encountered in any closed label-to-label 'loop' traversed within the softmax model must equal zero. Note that the ∆w constraints are automatically satisfied given any arbitrary θ parameters. However, if the desired boundaries in B do not satisfy (6) for any subset of class labels {i, j, y 1 , ..., y h }, then (5) has no solution using only m softmax classes. The model must then be augmented to provide enough degrees of freedom in θ, so that the desired CLOPs for m labels can be embedded via MMS or HME. Alternatively, a 'best fit' approximation for an mclass model could be found, e.g. using a least-squares estimate
An interesting consequence is that there exist learning problems for which an m-class softmax model cannot exactly represent the linear log-odds boundaries for convexly separable classes in U . Thus, if case 1 arises in a 'best case' learning scenario where the true CLOPs are known for all m classes, then it will also be impossible to unbiasedly estimate P (D|U ) via multinomial logistic regression in a weaker learning scenario given only sampled data from the same set of classes.
Example: T-boundary: Consider the CLOP specification for m = 3 classes in U = X 1 × X 2 , shown by the dashed boundaries in Fig. 1 (left T . This specification is inconsistent: while the X 2 components for the desired normals sum to zero, the X 1 components do not. Fig. 1 (left) also shows the resulting log-odds polytopes (colored regions) and normal vectors ∆w 12 , ∆w 23 , ∆w 23 (solid arrows) for an m = 3 softmax model obtained via the least-squares 'best fit' estimator θ LS . This shows that basic softmax models can sometimes fail to represent even very simple convex probabilistic partitions of U . In this example, at least two 'latent subclasses' are needed, such that their union provides the desired class CLOPs via an MMS model. Fig. 1 (middle) shows an augmented specification
T along with the resulting m = 4 softmax model polytopes, where the original label class 3 is split into two new subclass labels 3 and 4. Fig. 1 (right) shows that the union of subclasses yields the desired m = 3 CLOP specification.
B. Case 2: Unique solution
In this case, M is invertible, so θ = M −1 β. Revisiting (1), it is possible to choose a basis for defining n ji and c ji such that w i = 0 and b i = 0 can be defined for some class i, and such that M = I is an (m−1)(n+1)×(m−1)(n+1) identity matrix for N S = m−1 (once i's parameters are removed from θ) -so that θ = β for the remaining parameters.
Example: Polygon interior/exterior: Suppose it is desired to construct a likelihood model for being either 'inside' or 'outside' an arbitrary irregular polygon region in U = X × Y , such as the one shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Since the 'outside' region is non-convex, an MMS model with at least 5 softmax subclasses is needed to make up the entire 'outside' class, with one subclass per polygon face (labeled 'top left', 'top right', 'bottom left', 'bottom right', and 'bottom'). A single separate label is responsible for the 'inside' class. Fig. 2 (a) shows the desired polytope face normals n ji (black arrows) for each face between an 'outside' subclass (j) and 'inside' (i) class polytope. This specification of N s = 5 boundaries for m = 6 labels with n = 2 leads to a system of N S (n + 1) = 15 linear equations in m(n + 1) = 18 parameters. Now let w i = 0 and b i = 0 for i ='inside', which gives 15 unknown softmax parameters in 15 equations. Thus, M = I, and θ = β, i.e. the parameters for the 5 'outside' subclasses come directly from the polygon edge specifications in B. Fig. 2(b) shows a top view of the resulting softmax probability surfaces, where the log-odds polytope boundaries coincide with the polygon edges, as desired. Fig. 2(c) shows the same softmax subclass surfaces from the side when each n ji has unit magnitude; Fig. 2(d) shows that the surface gradients become steeper when the magnitudes of each n ji are scaled up by a factor of 80, while the log-odds polytope boundaries remain the same. Fig. 2(e) shows the MMS union of subclass probability surfaces.
C. Case 3: Undetermined CLOP specifications
In this case, there is only enough information available to partially constrain Θ. If τ is in the right null space of M , the family of solutions is given by
g. where τ = 0 gives a minimum norm estimate. This case also allows equality constraints of the form (5) to be placed on Θ for numerical maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimation with labeled training data. This provides an efficient principled way to embed a priori class structure information to constrain learning in data-sparse settings, without the need to generate and process additional synthetic training data.
Example: Sparse semantic data modeling: Figure 3 shows how a priori information can guide calibration of semantic natural language data models in Bayesian soft sensor fusion for target localization [7] . Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show an 'prototypical' model of a m = 17 class semantic range and bearing model for describing the East-North location of a target relative to a fixed landmark (origin). These plots were generated via conventional softmax regression on synthetic training data, obtained by applying a rule-based labeling routine to a dense grid of sample points (the range limits for each class were arbitrarily selected for illustration only). An MMS 'rangeonly' version of this semantic observation model with 3 classes is obtained by taking the union over semantic bearing labels in each of the range categories. Training data for calibrating the MMS model to human users in an actual target search experiment was obtained from sixteen human participants [7] ; the markers in Fig. 3 (c) and (d) show a typical participant training data set, where only 32 data points could be obtained in a limited amount of time. Fig. 3 (c) shows the contours for the full 48-parameter MMS model learned directly from this data via numerical maximum likelihood optimization (using fminunc in Matlab). This approach clearly fails to capture the expected rotational symmetry and scale invariance of the underlying class regions (even with additional data provided from other human users to avoid the underspecification issue for parameter estimation). To embed this prior structure, eq. (4) can be used to define rotational invariance constraints on the log-odds boundary normals of the 'nearby' and 'far' classes. The resulting constraints of the form (5) effectively reduce Θ to 4 unique parameters, related to the steepness and displacements for the CLOPs of the 'nearby' and 'far' classes relative to the 'next to' class. For instance, consider the inner 'Nearby' ring of subclasses for 'nearby N' ('nN'), 'nearby NE' ('nNE'), etc. Suppose 'nN' is designated as a template subclass with some set of nominal (but unknown) desired CLOP normal vectors and biases {n nN,N T , n nN,f N , n nN,nN E , n nN,nN W } ('NT': 'Next To', 'fN': 'far North'). Rotational symmetry implies that, for the 'nS' subclass, n nS,N T = R(π) · n nN,N T , n nS,f N = R(π) · n nN,f N , etc., where R(θ) is the 2D rotation matrix about angle θ. It follows that, if n nN,N T , n nN,f N , etc. were known, the w nN and w nS to be learned should satisfy ∆w nE,N T = R(π) · ∆w nN,N T , ∆w nE,f N = R(π) · ∆w nN,f N , etc. Extending this reasoning to the other subclasses mutatis mutandis gives a system of linear difference constraints in the form M θ = β, where β = Γ θ and Γ columns are the vectorized R(θ) for template terms in θ. Fig.  3 (d) shows that the linearly constrained maximum likelihood estimate (using fmincon) provides much more satisfactory modeling results for the original sparse data set.
